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	Least Privilege Security is the practice of assigning users and programs the minimum permissions required to complete a given task. Implementing this principle in different versions of Microsoft Windows requires careful planning and a good understanding of Windows security. While there are benefits in implementing Least Privilege Security on the desktop, there are many technical challenges that you will face when restricting privileges.


	This book contains detailed step-by-step instructions for implementing Least Privilege Security on the desktop for different versions of Windows and related management technologies. It will provide you with quick solutions for common technical challenges, Microsoft best practice advice, and techniques for managing Least Privilege on the desktop along with details on the impact of Least Privilege Security.


	The book begins by showing you how to apply Least Privilege Security to different categories of users. You will then prepare a desktop image with Least Privilege Security enabled from the start and deploy the new image while preserving users' files and settings. You will identify problems with applications caused by Least Privilege Security using the Application Compatibility Toolkit. This book will help you configure User Account Control on multiple computers using Group Policy and support Least Privilege user accounts using reliable remote access. Then, you will modify legacy applications for Least Privilege Security, achieving the best balance between compatibility and security by using Application Compatibility shims. You will install per-machine ActiveX Controls using the ActiveX Installer Service (AxIS). The book will help you implement best practices for working with ActiveX Controls in a managed environment. Finally, you will deploy default Software Restriction Policy (SRP) or AppLocker rules to ensure only programs installed in protected locations can run and blacklist applications using SRP or AppLocker.


	A practical handbook containing detailed step-by-step instructions for implementing Least Privilege Security on Windows systems


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Explore the principle of Least Privilege Security and implement it across different versions of Microsoft Windows
	
		Overcome the most common technical challenges of implementing Least Privilege Security on the desktop
	
		Apply Least Privilege Security to different categories of users and get buy-in from management
	
		Identify any potential compatibility problems with Least Privilege Security and software installed on networked PCs using Microsoft's Application Compatibility Toolkit (ACT)
	
		Prepare a desktop image with Least Privilege Security enabled from the start and deploy the new image while preserving users' files and settings
	
		Configure User Account Control on multiple computers using Group Policy
	
		Modify incompatible applications and achieve the best balance between compatibility and security by using Application Compatibility shims
	
		Deploy applications using Group Policy Software Installation (GPSI) and Windows Installer and create MSI wrappers for legacy setup programs
	
		Install per-machine ActiveX Controls using the ActiveX Installer Service (AxIS)
	
		Deploy default Software Restriction Policy (SRP) or AppLocker rules to ensure only programs installed in protected locations can run and blacklist applications using SRP or AppLocker
	
		Here is a brief summary of what each chapter covers:



	Approach


	This practical handbook has detailed step-by-step instructions for implementing Least Privilege Security and related management technologies. It has solutions to the most common technical challenges and Microsoft best practice advice. It also covers techniques for managing Least Privilege on the desktop.


	Who this book is written for


	This book is for System Administrators or desktop support staff who want to implement Least Privilege Security on Windows systems.
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Project Management for Information Systems (5th Edition)Prentice Hall, 2007

	We are very pleased to present this fifth edition of Project Management for Information Systems. As with its predecessors, our ‘target audience’ fall into four groups:

	
		IS project managers and systems developers who find themselves responsible for managing systems projects. Newcomers to this activity will find...
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GlassFish SecurityPackt Publishing, 2010

	Security was, is, and will be one of the most important aspects of Enterprise Applications and one of the most challenging areas for architects, developers, and administrators. It is mandatory for Java EE application developers to secure their enterprise applications using Glassfish security features.


	Learn to secure Java EE...
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LDAP System AdministrationO'Reilly, 2003
If you want to be a master of your domain, LDAP System  Administration will help you get up and running quickly regardless of  which LDAP version you use. After reading this book, even with no previous LDAP  experience, you'll be able to integrate a directory server into essential  network services such as mail,...
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Creative Careers in HollywoodAllworth Press, 2002
In this candid guide, entertainment industry veteran Laurie Scheer offers a witty and informative inside look at the primary professions in the movie biz. Readers will discover real-life, yet upbeat portraits of the "shredder" jobs of the industry, such as assistant or d-girl, and how they can lead to the "keeper" jobs of actor,...
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Basic Photographic Materials and Processes, Third EditionFocal Press, 2008
"This is the most understandable broad coverage of the material on the market... I will continue using this title until next edition or if another publisher comes out with a better title (but I doubt that)."

"No question, content wise this one tops most pubs on the subject."

"Having taken the...
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Electromagnetic Compatibility EngineeringJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Praise for Noise Reduction Techniques IN electronic systems
    "Henry Ott has literally 'written the book' on the subject of EMC. . . . He not only knows the subject, but has the rare ability to communicate that knowledge to others."
    Ð²Ð‚”EE Times    

    Electromagnetic Compatibility Engineering is a...
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